1. Selection Words: Self-Check

TO THE STUDENT

The first activity in each vocabulary unit is a
self-test. It’s designed to help you ‘flag’ words
that you don’t know. All too often, even good
readers skip over unfamiliar words as they read.
The self-check forces you to pause
e and thi
think
about where you stand with the
vocabulary
he vocabula
words. After that review, you are ready to move
m
on to master the new words.
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PASSAGES is a different kind of reading program.
Its easy-to-read novels and matching workbooks
make learning new reading skills easy and fun.
Here are some of the features in the workbooks that make the PASSAGES program special. Firstly, the PASSAGES workbooks teach
skills using quotes taken from the matching
PASSAGES novels. If you’ve read the novels, the
passages will be familiar. You won’t have to
read through new materials. So you can focus
on learning the skills that will make you a better
reader.
Secondly, each exercise in the PASSAGES
SAGES
now that
workbooks has a purpose. And you will know
purpose before you begin the activities. For example, in the Tracking Main Ideas exercise,
cise, you know
kno
you are to find the main idea. You
u will have an easier time mastering the skills because you k
know why
y
you are doing each activity.
vi
Finally, exercises in
n the PASSAGES
PASSAG workbooks
oks
are short. You won’t get bored. H
However, each is
repeated often
give you lots of practice
en to gi
act
with the skills.
means instruction iss brief b
but
s. That mea
thorough.

2. D
Defining Wordss from Conte
Context

In tthis activity, you
ou study the vocabulary
words, looking closely
losely at context
co
for clues to
meaning. Firstly,, you pre
me
predict the meaning of
each word. Then you check your prediction
with the dictionary. A word can have different
meanings
depending on how it is used. That’s
ngs dependin
why this activit
activity asks you to look at context and
a dictionary tto refine that
at me
meaning.

3. Choo
Choosing a Definition
efinition

In this activity,
tivity, you are asked to read
ead each
voc
vocabulary
word in a sentence.
sent
Then you
ou select
the correct
ct definition.

4. Using
ing Words in Context
ntext

In
n this act
activity, you will choose an
and write the
vocabulary word thatt best completes
comp
a sentence.

5. C
Classifying
ying Words

CONTENTS

ro

w

Each PASSAGES
ES workbook
workboo breakss down the
t
novel into three
ree readin
reading sections.
ons. For each
tion, there is a unit over
ver vocabula
reading section,
vocabulary
and a unit over compr
comprehension.

This activity
vity gives you the chance to classify
the vocabulary
lary words into word groups.

6. Checking
hecking Your
Yo Understanding

The final vvocabulary activity is a test. It will
show you if you understand the words.

Vocabulary
V
ocabula

B

In the vvocabulary units, you will learn new
words. You will have six activities forr each
reading
eadi section. These activities are described
in the next column.
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Comprehension
Co

I the comprehension units, you work with
In
the ideas in the PASSAGES novels. You will
have seven activities for each reading section.
The activities are described on the next page.

5

1. Tracking Main Ideas
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In this activity, you are asked to read several
passages from the novel. Then you tell what the
passages are about. From three statements, you
will choose the one that best sums up the
message of the passage.

In the example, the underlined words are referents. ‘He’ is used to replace ‘Tim’, and ‘it’
refers to ‘his guitar’. The Using Referents exercises give you practice in workingg with referent
refe
words.

6. Summarising

2. Getting the Facts

In this activity, you look for important details.
First you read passages from the story. Then
n
you select the detail that best completes a stateement about each passage.
The purpose of the activity is not to test your
memory but to teach you to find details
ails when
you need them. The answers to all the deta
detail
questions are in the passages. You simply find
them.

3. Making Inferences
ences

Authors cannot and will not tell everything.
thing.
They expect you to dig for m
meaning from the
hints they provide. Yourr ta
task in this activity
ctiv
is
to decidee what is being implied in sev
several
passages. Using clue
clues in the passages,
sages, you will
choose a statement
tatemen that tellss what the author
is suggesting.

4. Interpreting Figurative
gurative La
Language

B

ro

w

This activity helps
ps you see h
how idioms
ms an
and
figures of speech
h work. Idioms
Idio
and
d figures of
speech are phrases
rases or groups
gro
of words that do
not mean exactly wha
what they say. For instance
instance,
‘The couple
uple burne
burned up the dance
ance floor’ iis an
idiom. It mean
means the couple danced
ced w
well and
with
h great ener
energy.
In this ex
exercise, you read idioms and figures
es
of speech in context. Then, using clues found
d in
the ccontext, you decide which statement
nt best
sums up the meaning of each figurative
e phrase.

This activity checks
ecks your re
recall of story
events. It gives you
summarising maev
u practice in su
jor eevents of several
ral story cha
chapters.
In the exercise,
rcise, you choose from three
paragraphs the one that
p
th best describes story
events. In
n two of the three paragraphs, events
or details
ails are incorrect.
inc
In the third, the events
are summarised correctly.

7. Readin
Reading Critically
lly

Authors are people
Auth
ple with opinions and biases,
just li
like the rest of us. Natura
Naturally, their viewpoints
iewpoints
often appear
o
ear in their wri
writing. It’s important
portant that
you learn
n to think about
abo their statements.
atements. Yo
You
need not blindly ac
accept what they say as fact
or truth.
th.
In
n this activi
activity, you will get a chanc
chance to judge
and
nd expres
express your opinion about the novel.
n
You will
be asked to agree or disagree with
wi several statements and then
hen exp
express your own
vviewpoints.

A Finall Word

You
ou can improve
imp
your reading skills. And
there’s
here’s no better way to do that than by working with material
m
you enjoy. You’ll find that
building
vocabulary and boosting comprehenbuil
sion is easier than you expect with the PASSAGES
S
program.

5. Using Referents

Writers often use words to refer to or replace
re
other words. Here is an example:

‘Tim picked up his guitar. He strummed it
quietly.’

6
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Comprehension

Passage 2
‘Tough test, huh?’ Evan said as we
walked out together afterwards.
‘Yeah,’ I said. ‘I think I did okay,
though.’
‘I think I did okay,
ay, too.’ E
Evan
smiled. ‘Too bad
ad we both can’
can’t win,
huh?’
‘Yeah,’ I said.
d. And I me
meant it.
‘I want to teach bio
biology, but my
parents haven’t got the money for
uni,’ Evan said.
‘I know what you mean. I want to
teach
each childre
children with disabilities.’
loo
We looked
at each other with half
grins on our races.
s. It was like being
oat with one life
in a sinking boat
raft.
ra We both
h needed it,
it but only one
of us would fit.
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INTERPRETING FIGURATIVE
LANGUAGE

The Haunting of Hawthorne
Chapters 4-6

The following exercise asks you to infer the
meaning of figurative language from the story.
The meaning of these special phrases can be
inferred from clues in the passages.
Directions: Read each passage. Use thee clues
ues
in the passage to determine the meaning
ning
ing of the
words in bold type. Then circle the letter
ter of the
statement that best sums up the
he meaning of
these words.

n a sinking boat
bo w
2. ‘Itt was like b
being in
with
ra means
ans
ns
one life raft’
a. Evan
Eva and Valeriee would like
Ev
lik to share
th
h scholarship.
olarship.
hip.
the
b Evan and
d Valerie would
wo
g
b.
gladly
give up
e scholarship.
holarship.
the
Valer need the scholarc. both Evan and Valerie
on can have it.
ship, but only one

ro
w

Passage 1
ave proof. I jjust know. I
‘No. I don’t have
at I h
think it’s best that
handle it myself.’
i that
at strange way
y o
Basil smiled in
of
his.
‘Look,
ook, Basil,’ I said quickly.
ly. ‘I don’t
believee in taki
taking things like that int
into
your own hands. You
ou could get hurt—’
h
He went on smiling.
ling. ‘It’s all right,
Valerie. It really is. Believe me.’
For once Basil
asil failed to
t convince
e
me. I was still
ill afraid he was going
oing to
take the
he law iinto hiss own
hands..

B

1.. ‘I was sti
still afraid he was going to take
e the
e
law into
in his own hands’ means
a.
a Valerie is afraid Basil has too much
ch
power.
b. Valerie is afraid Basil will try
ryy to handle
the situation himself.
ow
c. Valerie is afraid Basil doesn’t know
what’s legal.

38
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The Haunting of Hawthorne
Chapters 7-10

Passage 5
‘There’s a spider down my blouse!’
Jan screamed. She continued to jump
up and down and beat at her blouse
blouse.
Finally she dashed out of the room.
rted to laug
Most of the class started
laugh.
That made Mr Samson, who w
was
angrier When
already irritated, all the angrier.
ak back into the room,
Jan tried to sneak
he called to her. ‘That’ll b
be enough of
se!’
that nonsense!’
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Passage 3
Both Dennie and Keith were carrying
something in their hands. At first I
couldn’t see what. When I did, I
gasped. They had tyre chains!
‘Basil, get away from here!’ I yelled
at him.
He didn’t move. Maybe it was too
late to move. Or maybe Basil didn’t
want to. He just stood there and
watched them come.
‘Well,’ Basil said confidently, ‘the
he
jackals travel in pairs. And they bring
ng
weapons.’

Comprehension

3. a. Basil is not afraid
d of Dennie and Keith.
ith
b. Basil does nott realise Dennie and Keith
s
are dangerous.
c. Basil is friends
frie
with Dennie
Den
D
and
d Keith.
Ke

5. a. Mr Samson does not li
like spiders.
b.. Jan was ttrying to be funny.
funn
c. Mr Sa
Sam
hinks
ks Jan
Ja was ccausing an
Samson thinks
u
upr
pose.
uproar on purpose.

Pas
Passage
4
Gloom hung over the school that
t
et well card for
morning. We got a get
Mrs Gottsman and
d everybody
everybod signed
it. We wanted to go to the hospital
ut she was in intensive
ens
and visit her, but
itors were allowed.
a
care. No visitors

B

Gotts
Gottsm is not well liked
d by her
4. a. Mrs Gottsman
students
students.
G
b. Mrs Gottsman
is feeling better.
Mr Gottsman is seriously ill.
c. Mrs
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